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THE NATIONAL
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In 1921, when the flame was first lit on the 
National Feast of Lanterns, its founding figures 
had a clear vision of what this exciting new 
event should be. 

1921sharing 

memories

An uplifting celebration of the camping season. 
A chance to come together to share memories 
and experiences of the great outdoors 
– the one place they all loved to be.
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An alfresco stage might be managed, for a 
camp concert, and we could have a real 
campfire in the evening. An open air reunion, 
full of fun and good fellowship.

Every member was invited and asked to 
bring their voices and their instruments.
Each was encouraged to decorate their tent with brightly 
coloured, handmade lanterns. The collective effect was 
spectacular and a new tradition had begun. 

THERE WILL 
BE A FEAST 
IN CAMP



   camp, eat 

dance, play
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Now, a hundred years later, 
it is time for a new generation 
to carry the torch.
And for the Club to take the opportunity to 
reinvigorate a special festival, breathing new life 
into its line up and inspiring new followers to make 
memories of their own.

As with its earliest staging, and keeping the Club’s values at its heart, 
all who attend should feel wanted and welcome. 
From die-hard member to wide-eyed young explorer, this new event 
will offer everyone the chance to meet, camp, eat, dance and play in 
an enchanting woodland setting. 



It’s in the heart of Sherwood Forest 
and from 19-22 August it will become 
our home for the weekend. And what a 
weekend it will be.

This is Walesby
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An enthralling live music stage. Wonderful food. 
Outdoor activities to keep those young in years 
and spirit entertained. An atmospheric light trail 
through the forest, a convivial campfire.

It will be a family festival vibe, illuminated by 
all who attend. 

And we will call it...
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Embracing the NFOL spirit and remaining true to 
its traditions, Torchlight will give everyone 
at Walesby the opportunity to enjoy…

At the spiritual heart of Torchlight and unique to 
the event, will be a magical light trail through the 
forest, celebrating the history of the Club and the 
significance of its local groups and associations. 

It will wind its way through the trees, to an illuminated vintage camping 
display. And just as in 1921, attendees will be encouraged to decorate 
their own units with lights, making their own personal contribution to a 
wonderfully memorable weekend.
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THE LIGHT
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The campfire will always be a symbol 
of togetherness. 
At Torchlight, it will be a genuine focal point, hosting singsongs 
and acoustic music and transforming into a captivating and 
convivial meeting place to share tales of the day after dark.

Torchlight will be a foodie haven, with a world 
of flavours on offer from independent street 
food vendors in the catering village.

 A fully covered Festival Pub and a Quiet Bar will provide further 
options for families and friends to enjoy their time together.
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THE F IRE THE FEAST



In the evening our main music stage 
will be headlined by established festival 
performers, household names among 
them, as well as a host of crowd-pleasing 
tribute acts. 

Throughout the day Torchlight will entertain 
and delight, with performances ranging from 
country fair-style family shows to daredevil 
stunts, all in a separate outdoor arena.
A large trade area and local farmers’ market will provide 
opportunities to browse and buy.
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THE SHOW



The family vibe will surround us at Torchlight, 
with plenty to keep young ones entertained 
and engaged.

A dedicated tipi will be a fun, creative space for children and 
adults alike, face paint and glitter for all.

And there will be some traditional holiday fun to be found 
at the  vintage funfair.

A calming wellness sanctuary in a hidden glade 
will provide the perfect haven for religious prayer 
or personal reflection. 

Torchlight will also host peaceful yoga and Forest Bathing sessions 
helping visitors to connect with nature in beautiful Walesby Forest. 
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Unlike other festivals they might attend, Torchlight visitors will be 
able to purchase an activity pass, giving them the chance to enjoy a 
huge range of experiences in the forest, including archery, climbing, 
bushcraft and ziplining. 

From its very inception, the Club has 
promoted a healthy, active lifestyle.

Everyone will be guaranteed a warm welcome in 
the Club tent, with the opportunity to meet our 
President and Chairman.
It will also be the place to catch up with old friends and make new 
ones. To take part in a campsite cooking session with host Ali Ray 
and hear engaging talks from industry experts.

Come the evening, the space will be given over to a younger crowd, 
to party in a teen-friendly hangout.
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THE PASS THE CLUB



In the spirit of its past and with a passion for 
securing its future, we are proud to present 
Torchlight. Please come with us as we mark 100 
years of welcoming our members to the great 
outdoors and look forward to 100 more.
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THE HEART
At the core of Torchlight are Club members 
from Regions, Sections, Section Areas and 
DAs who will always be at the heart of this 
national event.
Coming together, just as its founders had hoped, to plan, camp, 
eat, sing and have fun around the campfire, and introduce new 
members to their way of life. 




